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It is shown that any graph with n points and Z&z) or more lines, where 
5n - 3 
k(n) = 2 , [ 1 
must contain a pair of points joined by five line-disjoint paths. Various graphs 
are exhibited which have n points and Z,(n) - 1 lines and which contain no pairs 
of points joined by 5 line-disjoint paths, showing I,(n) to be the smallest integer 
with the stated property. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
In constructing a graph on n points, it is obvious that if one provides 
the graph with enough lines (say n(n - 1)/2) there will be pairs of points 
joined by many disjoint paths. The problem of determining the smallest 
number of lines, k,(n), which will guarantee that any graph with n points 
and k,(n) lines will contain a pair of points joined by I disjoint paths was 
posed by Erdiis and Gallai. Known values of k,(n) are: k,(n) = n, 
k,(2n) = 3n - 1 [l], k,(2n + 1) = 3n + 1 [I], and k,(n) = 2n - 1 [2]. 
It was conjectured by Bollobas and Erdiis [3,4] that k,(4n + 1) = 1On + 1, 
but a counterexample to this conjecture has been presented [6] which 
shows that for any constant c there is a value of n with k,(n) > 5n/2 + c. 
The above problem insists that the pair of points be joined by r paths 
which are point-disjoint, i.e., contain no points in common save the end- 
points. If we use the weaker requirement that the paths be line-disjoint 
(contain no lines in common, but may possess common points) we obtain 
* A portion of this work was done with the support of National Science Foundation 
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a problem which is equivalent to the original for r < 4, but which is 
distinct for r = 5. We demonstrate this below, and solve the line-disjoint 
problem for r = 5. 
2. PRJ3LIMINARIEs 
We consider only graphs with no loops nor multiple edges, and we 
strive to use the terminology of Harary [5]. We denote a graph with r 
points and s lines as an [r, s], or, if we wish to name it, G[r, s]. Similarly, 
an [r, > s] would have more than s lines. The degree of a point is the 
number of lines which join or are incident to that point; if deg a = s, we 
call a an s-point. Two points are neighbors, or are adjacent, or adjoin one 
another if a line of the graph connects them. The subgraph induced by 
the neighbors of a is denoted by N(u); adding a and its incident lines gives 
us N[a]. A graph is called even or odd depending on the parity of its set 
of points. A block (or lobe) of G is a maximal subgraph of G having no 
cutpoints. 
We shall frequently remove a point a from a graph G. The resulting 
reduced graph, G - a, contains all of G except the point a and its incident 
edges. Removing a line from G leaves the end-points still in the reduced 
graph. Another frequently encountered operation is the contraction of a 
subgraph or point set S. This replaces the entire set S with a single point s. 
Any point adjacent to S in the original graph is adjacent to s in the reduced 
graph. We must be wary, for contraction can introduce multiple edges 
into the reduced graph. 
We denote the complete graph on n points as K, . If one line of K,, 
is removed, the resulting graph is denoted (n, 1). The end-points of the 
removed line are the deprived points of (n, 1) and the other points are 
non-deprived. 
The line joining two points a and b is denoted ab. A path joining these 
points will be written u-b. Intermediate points or lines may be specified, 
as a-bc-d, a path going from a to b, hence directly to c and on to d. Two 
points a and b are joined by a point r-way if there are r paths joining a to 
b, no pair of which have points in common other than the end-points a 
and b. A line r-way a-b consists of r paths joining a to b, no pair of which 
have lines in common, although they may have points in common. In this 
paper, an r-way will mean a line r-way unless otherwise stated. 
A [2n, 5n - 31 or a [2n + 1, 5n] which contains no (line) 5-way will 
be called a J-graph. In Section 3 we will exhibit some J-graphs; in Section 4 
we will show that J-graphs contain the maximum number of lines possible 
without producing a 5-way. These facts combine to give us our major 
result. 
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Contracting a graph with no 5-way may yield a reduced graph contain- 
ing a 5-way, as in Fig. 1, when a and b are contracted to a single point c, 
yielding a 5-way c-d. We consider two cases, for future use, in which 
contraction introduces no 5-way: 
First, contracting an entire block of G to a single point cannot yield a 
5-way in the reduced graph R, since the contraction alters no other blocks 
of G. If point a in block A of R has a 5-way to b in a different block, then 
all five paths must pass through a cutpoint c in A, and there is a 5-way 
a-c in the block A. But A was a block of the original G, so G had a 5-way 
originally. . 
-esd C-d 
FIG. 1. Contraction producing a 5-way. 
Second, contracting K, in G to a point c cannot introduce a 5-way. 
For suppose the reduced graph R contains a 5-way a-b, with a or b pos- 
sibly coinciding with c. Since K4 admits three line-disjoint paths through 
itself, and G presumably had no 5-way, R must either have four line- 
disjoint paths a-c-b all passing through c with a fifth path not containing c, 
or five line-disjoint paths all through c. In the latter case, one point in K4 , 
call it d, must lie on two paths from a to K4, and by considering cases 
one finds a 5-way a-d in G. In the former case, if there is a point d on 
more than one path from a to K, , or on more than one path from K4 
to b, a 5-way a-d or d-b is evident. The only case in which there is no 
such point d is when each path from a to K4 joins a different point of 
K4, as does each path from K4 to b. In this case there is a 5-way a-b even 
without the lines of K4 . 
3. A LOWER BOUND ON Z,(n) 
We define I,(n) as the smallest integer such that any graph with n points 
and Z,(n) or more lines must contain at least one pair of points joined by 
a (line) r-way. Since k,(n) is the corresponding number for point r-ways, 
and since a point r-way is a fortiori a line r-way, it is clear that 
I,(n) < k,(n). On the other hand, constructions establishing the values of 
k,(n), for r = 2,3,4, have exhibited graphs with k,(n) - 1 lines and no 
line r-way, so for these values of r we have I,(n) = k,(n). We demonstrate 
in this section and the next that 1,(2n) = 5n - 2 and 1,(2n + 1) = 5n + 1. 
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In the light of the counterexample [6], this shows that I&) < k,(n), so 
the line-disjoint and point-disjoint problems are distinct for r > 4. 
Bollobas [2] was able to characterize precisely those graphs having a 
maximum number of lines without containing a point 4-way. They were 
his H”-graphs: any graph all of whose blocks are wheels. We have found 
no characterization of J-graphs, other than the properties given in (3) and 
(5) of Section 4, although we have found many J-graphs. Except for K5, 
they all share a common hub-like structure. Evidence, not yet conclusive, 
would seem to suggest that any block of a J[2n, 5n - 31 can contain no 
more than one point of degree three within that block, and clearly no 
point can have degree less than three. Figure 2 shows some blocks which 
are J-graphs. That they contain no 5-ways is obvious from the fact that 
each has only one point, the hub, with degree greater than four. The 
property of having only one point of degree greater than four is not 
[2/C+/, SK] [ 2K. 5K-31 
FIG. 2. Some J-graphs which are blocks. 
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essential, as is shown by the J-graphs of Fig. 3, which are formed by 
grafting structure onto a 3-point of a J[2n, 5n - 31, which point is 
denoted by an asterisk. The existence of these J-graphs shows that 
1,(2n) 3 5n - 2, Z,(2n + 1) >, 5n + 1, for any n 3 3. 
FIG. 3. Some less sightly J[2n, 5n - 3]-graphs. 
4. AN UPPER BOUND ON I,(n) 
In this section we shall show that the lower bound of Section 3 is also 
an upper bound for I&Z), as well as gain some information on the structure 
of J-graphs. We begin with a simple lemma: 
LEMMA. If KS is properly contained in a block B of a graph G, then G 
contains a 5-way. 
Proof. Take any line in K, and any point in B which is not in K5. 
Since B is a block, there is a cycle in B containing this point and line. 
That part of the cycle external to KS provides a fifth path between two 
points of KS , making a 5-way between these points. 
Our major result is established in the following theorem: 
THEOREM. (1) Any G[2n, 5n - 21 contains a 5-way. 
(2) Addition of an external path to a J[2n, 5n - 31 creates a 5-way, 
except possibly when the path joins two points already adjacent in J. 
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(3) Any block of a J-graph is itserf a J-graph; an odd J-graph con- 
tains no even blocks; an even J-graph contains one even block and any 
number of odd blocks. 
(4) Any G[2n + 1, 5n + l] contains a 5-way. 
(5) No point of a J[2n + 1, 5n] has a degree less than four. 
(6) Addition of an external path to a J[Zn + 1, 5n] creates a 5-way. 
The proof of all six statements is by induction. All six are vacuous for 
n = 1, as are (l), (2), and (4) for n = 2. Since J[5, lo] = K5, (3), (5), 
and (6) are clearly true for n = 2. 
The relevant graphs for n = 3 are few in number and limited in the 
structure permitted them, so the validity of the theorem for this case can 
readily be verified. Thus we proceed to assume its validity for all values 
3 < n < k - 1, and establish its truth for n = k. 
(1) Suppose we have a G[2k, 5k - 21 which contains no 5-way. If 
each point of G has degree exceeding four, then G has at least 5k edges, 
contra hypothesis. If a point a of G has degree three, removing a leaves a 
[2(k - 1) + 1, 5(k - l)], for which a and its incident lines provide an 
external path, making a 5-way in the original graph. Thus G must contain 
a point a of degree four. If N[a] = K5 , by the lemma it is a block, and 
therefore contracting it will not create a 5-way. But this contraction leaves 
a [2(k - 2), 5(k - 2) - 21, which by the induction hypothesis (1) con- 
tains a 5-way, or, in the case k = 4, is non-existent. Thus N[a] lacks at 
least one line, call it bc. Removing a from G and adding the line bc to 
create a new graph F will not create a 5-way, since any path utilizing bc 
in F could have used bat in G. But F is a J[2(k - 1) + 1, 5(k - l)], and 
any external path will make a 5-way. Replacing the line bc with bat 
creates a graph homeomorphic to F, and replacing the other two lines 
incident to a makes an external path, hence a 5-way. But the graph with 
this 5-way is our original G, contra hypothesis. 
(2) Suppose a and b are not adjacent in J[2k, 5k - 31 and the addi- 
tion of an external path a-b creates no 5-way. Then adding the line ab to 
J would not yield a 5-way, although it would make a G[2k, 5k - 21, 
contradicting (1). 
(3) Consider a J[2k, 5k - 31 with a block B[2m, r], m < k. If 
r > 5m - 3, then B, and hence J, contains a 5-way. If r < 5m - 3, 
contracting B yields a [2(k - m) + 1, > 5(k - m)], which by (4) of the 
induction hypothesis contains a 5-way, which must have pre-existed in J. 
Thus B is a J-graph. The same computation for all other parities of J and 
B shows that B is a J-graph, that contraction of an even block of an odd 
J-graph yields a graph with a 5-way, showing that an odd J-graph can 
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contain no even block, and that contraction of an odd block of an even 
J-graph yields another even J-graph. This last fact shows an even J-graph 
must contain an even block. Contracting it yields an odd J-graph, which 
can contain no more even blocks. Hence the even J-graph contains pre- 
cisely one even block. 
(4) G[2k + 1, 5k + l] must contain a point a of degree less than 
five, since 5(2k + 1)/2 > 5k + 1. If deg Q < 3, removing a yields a 
[2k, > 5k - 21, which has a 5-way by (1). If deg a = 4, then by the 
argument used in (l), N[u] # K5, so at least one line, say bc, is missing 
from N[u]. Removing a and adding bc to G will introduce no 5-way, and 
will yield a [2k, 5k - 21, which by (1) contains a 5-way, showing that G 
originally contained a 5-way. 
(5) We first note that, if J[2k + 1, 5k] is not a block, then it is com- 
posed of smaller odd blocks, which are J-graphs, none of which contains 
points of degree less than four by the induction hypothesis, proving (5) 
for J. We therefore consider only the case in which J is itself a block. 
Suppose a is a point of degree less than four. If deg a < 2, then removing 
a yields a [2k, 3 5k - 21, which has a 5-way. If deg a = 3, and 
N[u] # K4 , then removing a yields J,[2k, 5k - 31, and a with its incident 
lines provides an external path between two non-adjacent points of J1 , 
and hence a 5-way in J, by (2). We need then only consider N[a] = K4 , 
which we also show implies a contradiction. 
We wish to contract N[u], which means that to avoid multiple lines in 
the reduced graph we must be concerned with points in J - N[u] which 
have multiple neighbors in N(u). If a point s in J - N[u] has three neigh- 
bors in N(u), then no other point can have multiple neighbors in N(u) 
without creating a 5-way between those neighbors. If t points in J - N[a] 
have pairs of neighbors in N(u), then, to avoid a 5-way, t cannot exceed 
two. Thus, in contracting N[u] we may have to discard 0, 1, or 2 lines of 
J - N[u] to avoid multiple lines. This will leave a [2(k - l), 5(k - 1) - I], 
‘with I = 1, 2, or 3. If r = 1 or 2, we have a 5-way by (1). Thus r = 3, 
indicating that two lines were discarded, which resulted from a single 
point s having three neighbors in N(u), or two points c and d each having 
two neighbors in N(u). In the former case, uniting s with N[a] gives a 
<5, I> having a and s as deprived points. Since the (5, 1) is contained 
in the block J, at least two points of the (5, 1) must adjoin points in 
the rest of J. These two cannot both be non-deprived points, for the 
external path so formed would join them by a 5-way. The point a has all 
of its incident lines in the (5, I), so the two points must be s and one 
non-deprived point, call it t. 
Not both s and t can have more than one neighbor in J - (5, l), as 
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we show by contradiction. Suppose s has neighbors $ and g, while t has 
neighbors h and i. Since J is a block, the lines th and sg are in a common 
cycle, so there must be a path g-h. If there is another path&, line-disjoint 
from g-h and not containing s or t, then a 5-way joins s to t, using three 
paths in (5, 1) and the two paths sg-ht and sf-it. Consequently there is no 
such pathf-i. Now remove from J all the points of (5, 1) except s and t, 
and also remove the line st, calling’the reduced graph R. There are not 
two line-disjoint paths joining s to t in R, and hence by Menger’s Theo- 
rem [5, p. 491 removal of one line of R disconnects s from t, yielding two 
disjoint graphs E and F, neither containing a 5-way. Counting back from 
J[2k + 1, 5k] we see that E u F = [2(k - l), 5(k - 1) - 51. If both E 
and F are even, then one must be a [2m, > 5m - 21, and hence contain a 
5-way. If both are odd, they both must be of the form [2m + 1, 5m] to 
avoid having a 5-way. Then replacing all the removed points and lines 
will make an external path joining two points of the [2m + 1, 5m], and 
reveal a 5-way in J. Thus either s or t has only one neighbor in J - (5,1). 
Now remove from J the four points of (5, 1) which do not have mul- 
tiple neighbors in J - <5, 1). This leaves a G[2(k - 2) + 1, 5(k - 2)], 
for which the removed portion provides an external path, and hence by 
(6) a 5-way. 
This leaves only the possibility of two points c and d, each having two 
neighbors in N(a). If c and d are not adjacent, then contracting iV[u], 
removing the extra edges joining N(u) to c and d, and adding cd introduces 
no 5-way, and leaves a [2(k - l), 5(/c - 1) - 21, which contains a 5-way. 
Thus c adjoins d. Let the neighbors of c in N[a] be e andf, and of d be f 
and g. Neither e nor g can adjoin any point outside {a, c, d, e,f, g}, for J 
is a block, and any line leaving this set will be in an external path joining 
two points of this set, which is easily seen to make a 5-way. Thus e and g 
both have degree four. Now remove a and g, and add the line de, which 
plays the role of dge and hence makes no 5-way. The resulting graph is a 
[2(k - 1) + 1, 5(k - l)] in which e has degree three, contrary to the 
induction hypothesis. Thus we finally conclude that the presence of a 
3-point in J leads inevitably to a contradiction, establishing property (5) 
for n = k. 
(6) Again, if J[2k + 1, 5k] is not a block, then it is made up of smaller 
odd blocks, and a path external to J will make an external path for one 
of these blocks, and hence a 5-way. Therefore let J be a block, and sup- 
pose addition of an external path joining two points a and b of J makes 
no 5-way. Then a and b cannot have been joined by a 4-way in J, so 
removal of three lines from J creates a graph R[2k + 1, 5k - 31 = 
E u F, with E disjoint from F. Then one must be a [2m, 5m - 31 and the 
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other a [2p + 1, 5p]. Since J had no 3-points, we cannot have p = 0; 
and p = 1 gives an impossibility, so p 2 2. Then the remainder of J 
provides an external path joining two distinct points of the [2p + 1, 5p] 
and hence a 5-way in J. 
Since any G[2n, 3 5n - 21 will contain a subgraph [2n, 5n - 21 which 
contains a 5-way, the theorem shows that 1,(2n) < 5n - 2; and similarly 
1,(2n + 1) < 5n + 1. Combined with the results of Section 3, this gives 
us our values for Z,(n). 
As we have observed, for r < 5 the number k,(n) = C(n), and the known 
values of k,(n) then give us 
Z,(n) = [“” - i) + ‘1, 
where [a] = greatest integer in a. The above theorem establishes the valid- 
ity of this formula for r = 5. It is difficult to avoid conjecturing that this 
formula will also be valid for r > 5. It is easy to construct examples, for 
any r, which show that the formula gives a lower bound for I,(n). Whether 
this is also an upper bound remains an open question. 
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